
RIZZO is involved in supporting several of the
nuclear vendors in geotechnical, seismic and
structural engineering areas, and is helping in
the readying of the sites.  As to the question of
safety – these plants are designed with four
safety barriers – the fuel is in a protective clad,
the fuel is housed within a well-engineered
primary coolant system, the key systems are
located in a  robust containment structure, and
finally a distance (site boundary) is maintained.
All natural phenomena such as tornadoes, hurricanes, tsunami, floods, earthquakes, snow/
rain/ ash fall as well as man-made events are accounted for in the design.
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Six Continents in June & July

A distinctive feature of this work is the fact that our professionals, Mr. Rolando Benitez
and Dr. Antonio Fernandez, ventured into the Kenyan river valleys without knowing about
specific sites for optimum hydropower production. The work began “from scratch”, at the
site identification stages, so our experiences and encounters with the local population
were somewhat unique.  A challenging aspect of the project is the number of sites that
needed to be identified. In this case, RIZZO needed to find six to eight feasible sites,
each with the potential of 1 to 6 MW. To do so, we first had to map, in the field, up to
twenty potential sites.

The tea industry in Kenya is the largest player in the economy, even more than tourism.
KTDA requires an increase in its production by improving its fabrication process, and by
developing more accessible and lower cost sources of energy. Hydropower production
is an option. We began the site recognition effort in the areas west of the Rift Valley. On
our way, we encountered beautiful sites along the rift and even a glimpse of wildlife.

The terrain consists of smooth slopes with very fine soils, easily eroded away by rain,
streams, and rivers. We were able to identify several sites along the Gucha, Kipsonoi,
Kiptiget, and Itare Rivers. In most cases, we needed local support to access the valleys,
intakes, and discharge points of the potential sites. The area was populated and we
attracted high levels of curiosity among the locals. Children were usually the most
surprised by our presence. Their curiosity was absolutely indescribable. It was quite
pleasant to receive their affection, and at the same time it was quite eye-opening to
realize the poor health conditions in which they live.

One of the challenges of small hydropower studies is the fact that they require the
fulfillment of many of the same tasks that larger projects need. For each of the 20
potential sites, it is necessary to understand topography, hydrology, geology,
environmental, and political and socioeconomic conditions. We encountered a very high
interest in this project from the production managers of the tea factories that we visited.

Kenya Tea Development Agency

by Antonio Fernandez, Ph.D., P.E. - Project Manager
Rolando Benitez - Project Geologist

What’s New in the
Nuclear Industry?
 by  Albert J. Abels - Director of Projects

The market for new nuclear power plants
appears to be firming, with government
officials, regulatory bodies and
environmental groups supporting a rebirth.
The nuclear vendors have new plant designs
ready to go, one is already licensed to build,
while others have started the licensing
process.

The nuclear equipment vendors of old have
evolved over the past 10 years.
Westinghouse Electric and Combustion
Engineering have merged and are marketing
the AP1000 nuclear plant.  The AP1000
relies on passive systems - gravity, gas
pressure, evaporative cooling, convection,
and conduction - to drive the safety
systems.  No operator intervention is
required to engage the safeguard systems.
The design has been engineered, tested
and licensed.

Babcock & Wilcox has been absorbed into
AREVA.  AREVA, although a new name, is
Framatome, a former licensee of
Westinghouse technology.  AREVA has
built numerous nuclear units in France,
other parts of Europe, South Africa, and in
Asia, and is offering a large-size (1,500
MWe) unit termed EPR (Evolutionary Power
Reactor).  Both EPR and AP1000 are
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs).
PWRs generate heat in a primary loop and
transfer heat to a secondary loop.

RIZZO Employment

We welcome the following new
members to our corporate office staff:
Enrique Bazan, Sr., Ph.D.; Bethany
Bezak; Jared Dieble; Melissa
Dubinsky, Ph.D.; Dayong Fan;
Nicholas Greco; Evan Haun;
Sittipong Jarernprasert, Ph.D.;
David Kennedy; Christopher
McClain; Kim McLaughlin; Emrah
Onder; and Jeramy Rogacki.

Joseph Brett, John Duray and David
Kalp have joined our Laruel Highlands
Regional office staff.

Margie Huffman has joined the Taum
Sauk project team in our Missouri
office.

Promoted staff members: Kevin Cass,
E.I.T. - Asst. Project Engineer; John
Charlton, P.G. - Office Manager, SE
Region; Ciro Fernandez, P.E. -
Project Engineer; John Paul Giunta,
E.I.T. -  Project Engineer;  Charles
Kurz - VP-Finance / Controller; Dave
Toothman, MCP  -  IT Manager;
Rachelle Rizzo Eikey - VP-
Administration

Many utilities, all with a proven track record of safe nuclear operations are considering a
commitment to construct new nuclear capacity.  To date, TVA, South Carolina Electric and
Gas, Progress Energy, Duke Power, and Southern are leaning toward the  AP1000; Dominion,
Entergy and NRG Energy (Texas) are leaning to the ESBWR.  Constellation is considering
the EPR design. These utilities are in serious discussions with vendors, readying the building
sites, and the government is providing economic incentives to make it happen.

by Al Abels - Director of Projects

During June 2006, RIZZO achieved an international milestone with respect to work on-going
on a full global scale – we are active on all the continents of the world except for Antartica.  A
geotechnical investigation project is active in Australia for Siemens.  Several seismic challenge
projects are on-going in Europe (the Goesgen NPP in Switzerland and dams in Romania).
Projects in Africa are on-going or pending (Kenya, Madagascar and South Africa).  We
continue to support Westinghouse Electric in Asia (Peoples Republic of China).  We are
involved in the Middle East although perhaps considered a part of Africa or Asia.  And we
continue to be involved in our nearer markets with projects underway in South America and
as always, are busy in North America.
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RIZZO has been expanding its
operations in Sub-Saharan
Africa. In 2004, we began a
Feasibility Study for the
Development of the Volobe
Amont Hydropower Project in
Madagascar. During 2005, our
company was awarded a
second feasibility study
contract, this time to investigate
the potential for development of
small-scale electric generation
facilities for the Kenya Tea
Development Agency (KTDA).



Nuclear contd.

The primary heat is a result of the primary
coolant (water) removing the heat created
by the controlled nuclear reaction.  The
heat exchanged to the secondary loop
generates steam which drives a turbine
and generator, generating electricity.
The steam is cooled and condensed to
water to be reused in the cycle.  The
steam plumes seen emanating from
cooling towers have nothing to do with
the nuclear reaction.  Coal burning fossil
power plants, and some nuclear plants,
utilize cooling towers as heat sinks.

A second technology in use and promoted
by General Electric is the Boiling Water
Reactor (BWR).  A BWR merges the
functions of the primary and secondary
loops into a single loop and supplies
steam directly to the turbine generator.
GE has introduced a 1,500 MWe-rated
Economic Simplified Boiling Water
Reactor (ESBWR), now under licensing
review for a Design Certification by
USNRC .

A third technology, with the potential to
generate both electricity and hydrogen is
also being developed.  A full-size
demonstration project is under
construction in South Africa and start of
licensing with the USNRC is pending.
This plant design is the Pebble Bed
Modular Reactor (PBMR).  The modules
are about 170 MWe in size but can be
sited in multiples. The design is different
from the PWR and BWR, in that a gas is
used for the reaction moderator and
coolant rather than water.

Some creative and innovative means were
employed as we sought funding on behalf of
the Madagascar Ministry of Energy and Mines
for a Feasibility Study of their Volobe Amont
Hydroelectric Project.  The U.S. Trade and
Development Agency agreed to fund most of
the Study as long as the remaining costs were
shared between RIZZO and the Ministry.  Since
the Ministry had no ability to afford a monetary
contribution, we suggested that they send
three engineers to work in our Monroeville
headquarters for a period of four months.  From
USTDA’s perspective, this “knowledge
transfer” was an unprecedented approach to solving a common problem.

Vololona, a civil engineer; Augustin, an environmental engineer; and Xavier, an electrical
engineer, arrived in Pittsburgh on January 5, 2006 and their stay proved to be even more
valuable to us than anticipated.  Xavier completed all electrical engineering aspects of
the Study.  Augustin completed all required environmental and social impact studies.
Vololona brought an incredible knowledge of local engineering practices, which made her
our most important critic during the conceptual design of the civil works.

This arrangement was also a success from their perspective.  They had never been
exposed to such a “structured” engineering environment, where research publications
and computers were so readily available.  They had never been taught to examine the
“big picture” when approaching engineering challenges.  Identifying the cause of a problem,
rather than searching for temporary solutions, proved to be the biggest difference between
the two engineering cultures.  In addition, since it was their first time in the United
States, they were able to visit Washington, D.C.; Niagara Falls; the Saluda Dam in
Columbia, SC; Gettysburg; the Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel; as well as everything
that Pittsburgh had to offer.

Any “foreign” consulting firm would have had difficulty conducting an accurate and relevant
Feasibility Study for a project in a remote region of Madagascar.  By sharing thoughts
and ideas with three talented local engineers, both sides were able to gain a much better
understanding of the subtleties that will make this Project truly a success.

Even though they do not interact
much between each other, one
thing they shared was the opinion
that KTDA needed to invest in
developing cheaper and more
reliable sources of electric power.

When we were satisfied with the
quantity and potential power of the
sites we had found and mapped to
the west, we continued our trip to
the eastern portions of the Great
Rift Valley.  This valley is one of
the most important geologic
features, not only in Kenya, but in
the African continent. The eastern
side of the valley, north and east of
Nairobi, has more developed

centers with better services and hygiene. The soils are not as fine as in the west and
erosion is not as severe. The zone is at the foot of Mount Kenya, the river valleys are
steeper, and the sites more difficult to access. It was easy to notice that the locals were
more familiar with seeing  visitors.

We were also successful in finding
adequate river bends for the placement of
intakes with small diversion dams.
Sometimes we ventured too far into the
forest or took on slopes that required more
than two legs. We were lucky: with the
exception of a minor wasp nest, we never
came across dangerous wildlife or
vegetation.

Some sites in the east are breathtaking
and quite beautiful. You can be sure that we will not recommend the placement of intakes

and powerhouses anywhere near theses
sites!  It is important to remember that
hydropower projects are not only about
topography, hydrology, and geology but also
about the environment.

There were 21 sites identified and 19 sites
mapped in the field. Potentially, they can
accomodate an installed capacity of 42 MW
and an 80% reliable capacity of 25 MW.
RIZZO and KTDA will jointly select the most
feasible six to eight sites to continue the
process of a Feasibility Study. For these six
to eight sites, we will prepare conceptual

designs, develop cost estimates, perform financial analyses, and promote them at
international financial institutions

We are confident that the present efforts of this Feasibility Study will bring the necessary
conditions for the implementation of the Project. After visiting Kenya, including rural
areas, the industrial sites, and the medical facilities, it is clear that these developments
will have a very positive impact on health and socioeconomic conditions. The KTDA is
clearly committed to the well-being of the farmers and the factory personnel, and the
growth in their tea production and sales will bring benefits to the local communities.

Surveying the Highlands

by Joe Brett - LHR Business Development
Manager

The survey crews at both RIZZO Laurel
Highlands regional office locations have
been extremely busy throughout 2006.
Projects have ranged from construction
stakeout surveys to boundary and
topographic surveys for several large
subdivisions.  One of the more lengthy
projects has been the construction
stakeout for the new Point Stadium in
downtown Johnstown.  RIZZO survey crews
have been working at the site since March.
Work at the stadium has included the
stakeout of  concrete foundations for the
new bleachers and layout of the baseball
playing field.  Testing of construction
materials, in the field and laboratory, has
been conducted at the new ball yard.

In our Somerset
office, crews have
been busy with
subdivisions.  One
such project is a
proposed 700-acre
housing and golf
course complex
proposed by a

Pittsburgh developer and a large housing
development company.  This complex,
called Fern Mountain, is located near the
Somerset and Westmoreland County
lines.

An interesting and unique project recently
completed by our Johnstown crew was a
subdivision for a new loft apartment
complex.  A local developer bought a
vacant six-story building that he is turning
into residential space in the form of
condominiums and apartments.  A
subdivision plan was created and approved
by the city planning commission since the
condominiums are being sold to individual
buyers.

Surveying projects have not been limited
to just the Laurel Highlands region.  Work
was recently completed for our New York
office.  The project, for Ferragamo USA,
included performing a topographic survey
for a stormwater detention facility.  Plans
are also being made for two surveyors to
assist our Corporate office by heading to
Florida Power and Light’s Manatee Power
Station in Manatee, Florida to complete a
topographic survey of 90 acres to correct
some cooling pond drainage problems.

Madagascar Visitors

by Mike Edwards, E.I.T - Project Engineer

Kenya Tea (cont.)

Award Winning Project

On April 26th  the Saluda Dam Remediation Project Team was presented
with the  American Society of Civil Engineer’s (ASCE) 2006 Outstanding
Civil Engineering Achievement (OCEA) award.  RIZZO was the Engineer
of Record as the Project Design and Construction Engineer.

The ASCE annually recognizes an exemplary civil engineering project
with this prestigious award, which best illustrates superior civil engineering
skills and represents a significant contribution to civil engineering progress
and society.  The OCEA award recognizes the project’s significant
contribution to the civil engineering profession and its local community.

This year’s competition included: Liberty Bridge, Greenville, SC; Bridge Apollo, Bratislava,
Slovakia; Arthur Ravenel Jr. Bridge, Charleston, SC; and Neutrinos at the Main Injector
Project, in Batavia, IL and Soudan, MN.

On May 18th the Saluda Dam Remediation Project Team found themselves in the spotlight
again.  The Team was presented with the U.S. Society on Dams’ Award of Excellence in
the Constructed Project category.
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The primary heat is a result of the primary
coolant (water) removing the heat created
by the controlled nuclear reaction.  The
heat exchanged to the secondary loop
generates steam which drives a turbine
and generator, generating electricity.
The steam is cooled and condensed to
water to be reused in the cycle.  The
steam plumes seen emanating from
cooling towers have nothing to do with
the nuclear reaction.  Coal burning fossil
power plants, and some nuclear plants,
utilize cooling towers as heat sinks.

A second technology in use and promoted
by General Electric is the Boiling Water
Reactor (BWR).  A BWR merges the
functions of the primary and secondary
loops into a single loop and supplies
steam directly to the turbine generator.
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from the PWR and BWR, in that a gas is
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headquarters for a period of four months.  From
USTDA’s perspective, this “knowledge
transfer” was an unprecedented approach to solving a common problem.

Vololona, a civil engineer; Augustin, an environmental engineer; and Xavier, an electrical
engineer, arrived in Pittsburgh on January 5, 2006 and their stay proved to be even more
valuable to us than anticipated.  Xavier completed all electrical engineering aspects of
the Study.  Augustin completed all required environmental and social impact studies.
Vololona brought an incredible knowledge of local engineering practices, which made her
our most important critic during the conceptual design of the civil works.

This arrangement was also a success from their perspective.  They had never been
exposed to such a “structured” engineering environment, where research publications
and computers were so readily available.  They had never been taught to examine the
“big picture” when approaching engineering challenges.  Identifying the cause of a problem,
rather than searching for temporary solutions, proved to be the biggest difference between
the two engineering cultures.  In addition, since it was their first time in the United
States, they were able to visit Washington, D.C.; Niagara Falls; the Saluda Dam in
Columbia, SC; Gettysburg; the Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel; as well as everything
that Pittsburgh had to offer.

Any “foreign” consulting firm would have had difficulty conducting an accurate and relevant
Feasibility Study for a project in a remote region of Madagascar.  By sharing thoughts
and ideas with three talented local engineers, both sides were able to gain a much better
understanding of the subtleties that will make this Project truly a success.

Even though they do not interact
much between each other, one
thing they shared was the opinion
that KTDA needed to invest in
developing cheaper and more
reliable sources of electric power.

When we were satisfied with the
quantity and potential power of the
sites we had found and mapped to
the west, we continued our trip to
the eastern portions of the Great
Rift Valley.  This valley is one of
the most important geologic
features, not only in Kenya, but in
the African continent. The eastern
side of the valley, north and east of
Nairobi, has more developed

centers with better services and hygiene. The soils are not as fine as in the west and
erosion is not as severe. The zone is at the foot of Mount Kenya, the river valleys are
steeper, and the sites more difficult to access. It was easy to notice that the locals were
more familiar with seeing  visitors.

We were also successful in finding
adequate river bends for the placement of
intakes with small diversion dams.
Sometimes we ventured too far into the
forest or took on slopes that required more
than two legs. We were lucky: with the
exception of a minor wasp nest, we never
came across dangerous wildlife or
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Some sites in the east are breathtaking
and quite beautiful. You can be sure that we will not recommend the placement of intakes
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sites!  It is important to remember that
hydropower projects are not only about
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There were 21 sites identified and 19 sites
mapped in the field. Potentially, they can
accomodate an installed capacity of 42 MW
and an 80% reliable capacity of 25 MW.
RIZZO and KTDA will jointly select the most
feasible six to eight sites to continue the
process of a Feasibility Study. For these six
to eight sites, we will prepare conceptual

designs, develop cost estimates, perform financial analyses, and promote them at
international financial institutions

We are confident that the present efforts of this Feasibility Study will bring the necessary
conditions for the implementation of the Project. After visiting Kenya, including rural
areas, the industrial sites, and the medical facilities, it is clear that these developments
will have a very positive impact on health and socioeconomic conditions. The KTDA is
clearly committed to the well-being of the farmers and the factory personnel, and the
growth in their tea production and sales will bring benefits to the local communities.
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The survey crews at both RIZZO Laurel
Highlands regional office locations have
been extremely busy throughout 2006.
Projects have ranged from construction
stakeout surveys to boundary and
topographic surveys for several large
subdivisions.  One of the more lengthy
projects has been the construction
stakeout for the new Point Stadium in
downtown Johnstown.  RIZZO survey crews
have been working at the site since March.
Work at the stadium has included the
stakeout of  concrete foundations for the
new bleachers and layout of the baseball
playing field.  Testing of construction
materials, in the field and laboratory, has
been conducted at the new ball yard.

In our Somerset
office, crews have
been busy with
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such project is a
proposed 700-acre
housing and golf
course complex
proposed by a

Pittsburgh developer and a large housing
development company.  This complex,
called Fern Mountain, is located near the
Somerset and Westmoreland County
lines.

An interesting and unique project recently
completed by our Johnstown crew was a
subdivision for a new loft apartment
complex.  A local developer bought a
vacant six-story building that he is turning
into residential space in the form of
condominiums and apartments.  A
subdivision plan was created and approved
by the city planning commission since the
condominiums are being sold to individual
buyers.

Surveying projects have not been limited
to just the Laurel Highlands region.  Work
was recently completed for our New York
office.  The project, for Ferragamo USA,
included performing a topographic survey
for a stormwater detention facility.  Plans
are also being made for two surveyors to
assist our Corporate office by heading to
Florida Power and Light’s Manatee Power
Station in Manatee, Florida to complete a
topographic survey of 90 acres to correct
some cooling pond drainage problems.
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by Mike Edwards, E.I.T - Project Engineer

Kenya Tea (cont.)

Award Winning Project

On April 26th  the Saluda Dam Remediation Project Team was presented
with the  American Society of Civil Engineer’s (ASCE) 2006 Outstanding
Civil Engineering Achievement (OCEA) award.  RIZZO was the Engineer
of Record as the Project Design and Construction Engineer.

The ASCE annually recognizes an exemplary civil engineering project
with this prestigious award, which best illustrates superior civil engineering
skills and represents a significant contribution to civil engineering progress
and society.  The OCEA award recognizes the project’s significant
contribution to the civil engineering profession and its local community.

This year’s competition included: Liberty Bridge, Greenville, SC; Bridge Apollo, Bratislava,
Slovakia; Arthur Ravenel Jr. Bridge, Charleston, SC; and Neutrinos at the Main Injector
Project, in Batavia, IL and Soudan, MN.

On May 18th the Saluda Dam Remediation Project Team found themselves in the spotlight
again.  The Team was presented with the U.S. Society on Dams’ Award of Excellence in
the Constructed Project category.



RIZZO is involved in supporting several of the
nuclear vendors in geotechnical, seismic and
structural engineering areas, and is helping in
the readying of the sites.  As to the question of
safety – these plants are designed with four
safety barriers – the fuel is in a protective clad,
the fuel is housed within a well-engineered
primary coolant system, the key systems are
located in a  robust containment structure, and
finally a distance (site boundary) is maintained.
All natural phenomena such as tornadoes, hurricanes, tsunami, floods, earthquakes, snow/
rain/ ash fall as well as man-made events are accounted for in the design.
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A distinctive feature of this work is the fact that our professionals, Mr. Rolando Benitez
and Dr. Antonio Fernandez, ventured into the Kenyan river valleys without knowing about
specific sites for optimum hydropower production. The work began “from scratch”, at the
site identification stages, so our experiences and encounters with the local population
were somewhat unique.  A challenging aspect of the project is the number of sites that
needed to be identified. In this case, RIZZO needed to find six to eight feasible sites,
each with the potential of 1 to 6 MW. To do so, we first had to map, in the field, up to
twenty potential sites.

The tea industry in Kenya is the largest player in the economy, even more than tourism.
KTDA requires an increase in its production by improving its fabrication process, and by
developing more accessible and lower cost sources of energy. Hydropower production
is an option. We began the site recognition effort in the areas west of the Rift Valley. On
our way, we encountered beautiful sites along the rift and even a glimpse of wildlife.

The terrain consists of smooth slopes with very fine soils, easily eroded away by rain,
streams, and rivers. We were able to identify several sites along the Gucha, Kipsonoi,
Kiptiget, and Itare Rivers. In most cases, we needed local support to access the valleys,
intakes, and discharge points of the potential sites. The area was populated and we
attracted high levels of curiosity among the locals. Children were usually the most
surprised by our presence. Their curiosity was absolutely indescribable. It was quite
pleasant to receive their affection, and at the same time it was quite eye-opening to
realize the poor health conditions in which they live.

One of the challenges of small hydropower studies is the fact that they require the
fulfillment of many of the same tasks that larger projects need. For each of the 20
potential sites, it is necessary to understand topography, hydrology, geology,
environmental, and political and socioeconomic conditions. We encountered a very high
interest in this project from the production managers of the tea factories that we visited.

Kenya Tea Development Agency

by Antonio Fernandez, Ph.D., P.E. - Project Manager
Rolando Benitez - Project Geologist

What’s New in the
Nuclear Industry?
 by  Albert J. Abels - Director of Projects

The market for new nuclear power plants
appears to be firming, with government
officials, regulatory bodies and
environmental groups supporting a rebirth.
The nuclear vendors have new plant designs
ready to go, one is already licensed to build,
while others have started the licensing
process.

The nuclear equipment vendors of old have
evolved over the past 10 years.
Westinghouse Electric and Combustion
Engineering have merged and are marketing
the AP1000 nuclear plant.  The AP1000
relies on passive systems - gravity, gas
pressure, evaporative cooling, convection,
and conduction - to drive the safety
systems.  No operator intervention is
required to engage the safeguard systems.
The design has been engineered, tested
and licensed.

Babcock & Wilcox has been absorbed into
AREVA.  AREVA, although a new name, is
Framatome, a former licensee of
Westinghouse technology.  AREVA has
built numerous nuclear units in France,
other parts of Europe, South Africa, and in
Asia, and is offering a large-size (1,500
MWe) unit termed EPR (Evolutionary Power
Reactor).  Both EPR and AP1000 are
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs).
PWRs generate heat in a primary loop and
transfer heat to a secondary loop.

RIZZO Employment

We welcome the following new
members to our corporate office staff:
Enrique Bazan, Sr., Ph.D.; Bethany
Bezak; Jared Dieble; Melissa
Dubinsky, Ph.D.; Dayong Fan;
Nicholas Greco; Evan Haun;
Sittipong Jarernprasert, Ph.D.;
David Kennedy; Christopher
McClain; Kim McLaughlin; Emrah
Onder; and Jeramy Rogacki.

Joseph Brett, John Duray and David
Kalp have joined our Laruel Highlands
Regional office staff.

Margie Huffman has joined the Taum
Sauk project team in our Missouri
office.

Promoted staff members: Kevin Cass,
E.I.T. - Asst. Project Engineer; John
Charlton, P.G. - Office Manager, SE
Region; Ciro Fernandez, P.E. -
Project Engineer; John Paul Giunta,
E.I.T. -  Project Engineer;  Charles
Kurz - VP-Finance / Controller; Dave
Toothman, MCP  -  IT Manager;
Rachelle Rizzo Eikey - VP-
Administration

Many utilities, all with a proven track record of safe nuclear operations are considering a
commitment to construct new nuclear capacity.  To date, TVA, South Carolina Electric and
Gas, Progress Energy, Duke Power, and Southern are leaning toward the  AP1000; Dominion,
Entergy and NRG Energy (Texas) are leaning to the ESBWR.  Constellation is considering
the EPR design. These utilities are in serious discussions with vendors, readying the building
sites, and the government is providing economic incentives to make it happen.

by Al Abels - Director of Projects

During June 2006, RIZZO achieved an international milestone with respect to work on-going
on a full global scale – we are active on all the continents of the world except for Antartica.  A
geotechnical investigation project is active in Australia for Siemens.  Several seismic challenge
projects are on-going in Europe (the Goesgen NPP in Switzerland and dams in Romania).
Projects in Africa are on-going or pending (Kenya, Madagascar and South Africa).  We
continue to support Westinghouse Electric in Asia (Peoples Republic of China).  We are
involved in the Middle East although perhaps considered a part of Africa or Asia.  And we
continue to be involved in our nearer markets with projects underway in South America and
as always, are busy in North America.
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